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CHA ... I!IERS OF

..JUSTICE ..JOHN PAUL STEVENS

October 14, 1983

Re:

81-2101 - Pennhurst State School &

Hospital v. Halderman
Dear Chief:
Because I remain hopeful that your respect for
prior decisions of the Court will prove decisive in
this case, I submit the enclosed Memorandum for your
consideration. Although it is rather lengthy, I have
tried not to repeat much of what is found in my draft
dissent last spring. If this is -ultimately converted
into a dissent, I shall, of course, include much of
that material as well.
Respectfully,

The Chief Justice
Copies to the Conference
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MEMORANDUM TO JUSTICE POWELL
From:
Re:

Joe
Justice Stevens' Memorandum in Pennhurst v. Halderman

Here

is

a

quick

October 14, 1983.

summary of

Justice

Stevens'

memorandum of

JPS makes two main points. ~ sovereign

irnrnuni ty historically has not extended to the unlawful acts of
the

sovereign's

thority.

officers--such

~ this

acts were ultra vires

their au-

Court's cases have rejected the proposi-

tion that the Eleventh Amendment bars sui. ts against state officers alleging violations of state law.

Since the first point was

foreshadowed by JPS's recent letter, the memorandum adds nothing
significantly new.

It confirms that the major point of disagree-

rnent is now the breadth of the ultra vires doctrine.
JPS begins his discussion of the history of sovereign irnrnunity with English law, which, he says, traditionally distinguished
between the king and his agents on the theory that the king could
not authorize unlawful conduct.

As early as the fifteenth centu-

ry,

held

servants

of

the

king

were

liable

for

their

unlawful ; "

acts, whether in the course of their employment or not.

The corn-

rnand

the

of

the

king

could

not protect

them,

for

"' [ i] f

king

really had given such commands or instructions, he must have been
deceived,"' p.

3

(quoting Holdsworth}.

American courts adopted

the distinction between the sovereign and its officers.

Ex parte

Young is an example, because the theory of that case is that the
absence of valid authority left the state officer stripped of his
authority.
vires

-

......

_

Thus,

action.

unconstitutional action is a species of ultra

-----------------------

Larson makes clear

that sovereign

irnrnuni ty does

I

page 2.

not protect conduct which has been prohibited by the sovereign.

Under Larson, there

are~f ~

the sovereign has not authorized
forbidden.

an

vires

action~conduct

conduct the sovereign has

Thus, when the state has placed specific limitations.

on the manner in which state officials may perform their duties,
actions

contrary

to

those

limitations

are

ultra

vires.

Here,

petrs' conduct was forbidden by statute.
There are two important points in the footnotes to this section.

First,

JPS points out that if Young is justified on the

basis of federal supremacy, why does federal supremacy not override

sovereign

Alabama v.

immunity when

Pugh,

438

u.s.

781

the

state

(1978)

itself

(pc}?

P.

is

a party,

7,

n.

9.

see
(One

answer may be that Young is a judge-made doctrine with respect to
how broadly the Eleventh Amendment should be interpreted.

Judges

have seen in the Civil War Amendments an important reason not to
interpret the Eleventh Amendment expansively, but they have been
unwilling to say that they repealed the language of the latter
provision.)

The

second

point

is

the

argument

that

the

reason ~ "

actions for money damages were barred in Edelman v. Jordan does
not have to do with federal supremacy but with the fact that the
money damages would be paid out of state treasury, so it could
not be said that the action ran only against the state's agents.
Injunctive relief runs only against the state's officers.

n. 10.

P. 8,

(The answer to this point is that if one can look to the

reality of the situation with respect to money damages--and recognize

that

they will be paid by the state--one should do the

same with injunctive relief and recognize that they control the

--)
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MEMORANDUM TO JUSTICE POWELL
From:
Re:

Joe
Justice Stevens' Memorandum in Pennhurst v. Halderman

Here

is a quick summary of Justice Stevens' memorandum of

October 14, 1983.

JPS makes two main points.~ sovereign

immunity historically has not extended to the unlawful acts of
the sovereign's officers--such acts were ultra vires their authority.

~this

Court's cases have rejected the proposi-

tion that the Eleventh Amendment bars suits against state officers alleging violations of state law.

Since the first point was
'.

foreshadowed by JPS's recent letter, the memorandum adds nothing
significantly new.

It confirms that the major point of disagree-

ment is now the breadth of the ultra vires doctrine.
JPS begins his discussion of the history of sovereign immunity with English law, which, he says, traditionally distinguished
between the king and his agents on the theory that the king could
not authorize unlawful conduct.
ry,

servants of

the

As early as the fifteenth centu-

king were held

liable for

their

'

unlawful

acts, whether in the course of their employment or not.

The com-

mand of

the king

the

king could not protect them,

for

11

•

[

i] f

really had given such commands or instructions, he must have been
deceived,'

11

p.

3 (quoting Holdsworth).

American courts adopted

the distinction between the sovereign and its officers.

Ex parte

Young is an example, because the theory of that case is that the
absence of valid authority left the state officer stripped of his
authority.

Thus,

vires action.

unconstitutional action is a species of ultra

Larson makes clear that sovereign immunity does

page 2.

not protect conduct which has been prohibited by the sovereign.

Under Larson, there

are~f

the sovereign has not authorized,
forbidden.

ulz a vires

an

action~conduct

conduct the sovereign has

Thus, when the state has placed specific limitations

on the manner in which state officials may perform their duties,
actions

contrary

to

those

limitations

are

ultra

vires.

Here,

petrs' conduct was forbidden by statute.
There are two important points in the footnotes to this secFirst,

tion.

JPS points out that if Young is justified on the

basis of federal supremacy, why does federal supremacy not override

sovereign

Alabama v.

immunity when

Pugh,

438

u.s.

781

the

state

(1978)

itself

(pc)?

P.

is

a party,

7,

n.

9.

see
(One

answer may be that Young is a judge-made doctrine with respect to
how broadly the Eleventh Amendment should be interpreted.

Judges

have seen in the Civil War Amendments an important reason not to
interpret the Eleventh Amendment expansively, but they have been
unwilling

to say that

provision.)

The

they repealed the language of the latter

second

point

is

the

argument

that

the

.
'

reason

actions for money damages were barred in Edelman v. Jordan does
not have to do with federal supremacy but with the fact that the
money damages would be paid out of state treasury,

so it could

not be said that the action ran only against the state's agents.
Injunctive relief runs only against the state's officers.

n. 10.

P. 8,

(The answer to this point is that if one can look to the

reality of the situation with respect to money damages--and recognize

that

they will be paid by the state--one should do the

same with injunctive relief and recognize that they control the

-·

--

page 3.

state's actions by controlling the only way a state can act.

The

real explanation of Edelman is that money damages were not deemed
necessary

to

enforce

the

Civil

War

Amendments.

We

should

be

aware, however, that JPS's explanation is closer to the language
of Edelman.)
JPS makes the second part of his argument--that this Court's
cases have interpreted the Eleventh Amendment to allow this kind
of suits--by reciting the now familiar interpretation of Greene,
Hopkins, etc.

The only important change is the addition of a new

case to that line, Rolston v. Missouri Fund Comm'rs, 120
(1887).

JPS concludes with a

recitation of

u.s.

391

the numerous cases

your opinion assertedly will overrule, including a number of preLarson
against

federal
officers

ultra

vires

acting

cases

within

that

their

he

says

authority

allowed

but

suit

unlawfully.

These cases were cited in Larson and not disapproved, he says.
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HURSTl SALLY-POW

81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman
Dear Bill:
Perhaps you have read or will read John's
memorandum of October 14.
I have taken a preliminary look, and my clerk Joe Neuhaus - has given me the enclosed quick summary of
John's new arguments.
I am inclined to think, subject to more
thoughtful consideration, that the English history is of
little or no relevancy in light of the adoption of the
., ,.

Eleventh Amendment, and more important its interpretation
by this Court.

Moreover, I suspect that there are

contemporaneous English cases on the other side of the
question.

L. •

John's inclusion in ultra vires of any action
p.V'~Vt~..lr/71
that a plaintiff can claim ~den by statute is new

"

doctrine that - to my knowledge - has never been
articulated by any Court.

He appears to ignore the

language in Larson that an "incorrect decision as to law
or fact" cannot be the basis for suit.
of his theory, until In re Schmidt was decided in 1981 it
could not fairly be argued that the legislature had placed
"specific limitations", JPS memo p. 13, on the manner in
which Pennhurst was run.

The

comm~d of the MH/MR Act was

to provide "adequate" mental health activities.

And the

legislature had never provided funds adequate to

implem~nt

.;

the 1970 statute.

,.

The legislature certainly knew the

situation at Pennhurst, continued to fund it and otherwise
tolerated the operation of Pennhurst.

3.

John repeats his charge that we are overruling a
host of cases.

Although none of the cases he cites

specifically addressed the issue before us, it is fair to
argue that there was implicit acceptance in some cases of
his view.

The short answer, often given by this Court, is

that when the issue is now expressly before us we have
even greater freedom than otherwise to limit or overrule
prior mistakes.
I write you, however, not to repeat these
arguments.

You are our genuine "expert" in this area, and

therefore - if you find the time - I would very much
welcome

~~

a ~memo

from you ae

<7.1<. ~

new arguments.
Sincerely,
Justice Rehnquist

~

~~wA best ~ aedr~~s

4:> ; ,

John's

.i'uprmtt Clftnttl ""f tltt ~ltb ,Blatt.&'

-..u.friqhtn. ~- Clf. 21l.;i~~

)

CHAMI!IERS OF"

JUSTICE JOHN PAUL STEVENS

/

October 14, 1983

Re:

81-2101 - Pennhurst State School &
Hospital v. Halderman

Dear Chief:
Because I remain hopeful that your respect for
prior decisions of the Court will prove decisive in
this case, I submit the enclosed Memorandum for your
consideration. Although it is rather lengthy, I have
tried not to repeat much of what is found in my draft
dissent last spring. If this is -ultimately converted
into a dissent, I shall, of course, include much of
that material as well.
Respectfully,

The Chief Justice
Copies to the Conference
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MEMORANDUM TO JUSTICE P,OWELL
From:
Re:

Joe
Justice Stevens' Memorandum in Pennhurst v. Halderman

Here

is

a

quick

October 14, 1983.

summary of

Justice Stevens'

JPS makes two main points.

immunity historically has not extended
the

memorandum of

First, sovereign

to the unlawful acts of

sovereign's officers--such acts were ultra vires their au-

thority.

Second,

this Court's cases have rejected the proposi-

tion that the Eleventh Amendment bars suits against state officers alleging violations of state law.

Since the first point was

foreshadowed by JPS's recent letter, the memorandum adds nothing
significantly new.

It confirms that the major point of disagree-

ment is now the breadth of the ultra vires doctrine.
JPS begins his discussion of the history of sovereign immunity with English law, which, he says, traditionally distinguished
between the king and his agents on the theory that the king could
not authorize unlawful conduct.

As early as the fifteenth centu-

ry,

held

servants

of

the

king

were

liable

for

their

unlawful

acts, whether in the course of their employment or not.

The com-

mand

the

of

the

king

could

not protect

them,

for

"' [ i] f

king

really had given such commands or instructions, he must have been
deceived,'" p.

3

(quoting Holdsworth).

American courts adopted

the distinction between the sovereign and its officers.

Ex parte

Young is an example, because the theory of that case is that the
absence of valid authority left the state officer stripped of his
authority.
vires

Thus,

action.

unconstitutional action is a species of ultra

Larson makes clear

that sovereign immunity does

not protect conduct which has been prohibited by the sovereign.
Under Larson, there are two types of ultra vires action:
the sovereign has not authorized,
forbidden.

conduct

and conduct the sovereign has

Thus, when the state has placed specific limitations

on the manner in which state officials may perform their duties,
actions

contrary

to

those

1 imitations

are

ultra

vires.

Here, ·

petrs' conduct was forbidden by statute.
There are two important points in the footnotes to this secFirst,

tion.

JPS points out that if Young is justified on the

basis of federal supremacy, why does federal supremacy not override

sovereign

Alabama v.

immunity when

Pugh,

438 U.S.

781

the

state

(1978)

itself

(pc)?

P.

is

a party,

7,

n.

9.

see
(One

answer may be that Young is a judge-made doctrine with respect to
how broadly the Eleventh Amendment should be interpreted.

Judges

have seen in the Civil war Amendments an important reason not to
interpret the Eleventh Amendment expansively, but they have been
unwilling to say that they repealed the language of the latter
provision.)

The

second

point

is

the argument

that

the

reason

actions for money damages were barred in Edelman v. Jordan does
not have to do with federal supremacy but with the fact that the
money damages would be paid out of state treasury, so it could
not be said that the action ran only against the state's agents.
Injunctive relief runs only against the state's officers.

n. 10.

P. 8,

(The answer to this point is that if one can look to the

reality of the situation with respect to money damages--and recognize

that

they will be paid by the state--one should do the

same with injunctive relief and recognize that they control the

state's actions by controlling the only way a state can act.

The

real explanation of Edelman is that money damages were not deemed
necessary

to

enforce

the

Ci vi 1

War

Amendments.

We

should

be

aware, however, that JPS's explanation is closer to the language
of Edelman.)
JPS makes the second part of his argument--that this Court's
cases have interpreted the Eleventh Amendment to allow this kind
of suits--by reciting the now familiar interpretation of Greene,
Hopkins, etc.

The only important change is the addition of a new

case to that line, Rolston v. Missouri Fund Comm'rs, 120
(1887).

JPS concludes with a

recitation of

u.s.

391

the numerous cases

your opinion assertedly will overrule, including a number of preLarson
against

federal
officers

ultra

vires

cases

acting within

that

their

he

says

authority

allowed

but

suit

unlawfully.

These cases were cited in Larson and not disapproved, he says.

October 17, 1983

81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman

MEMORANDUM "'0 't'HF. CONFBRENCE:

As t think it is best for me to follow customary
procedure, I will not respond to John's memoran~um of October 14 at this time beyond sayinq that - \ntere~ting as it
is - I do not think his memorandum sheds significant new
light on the issues we debate~ at length last Term.
I will, of course, address John's qeneral argument
in the draft opinion for the Court that in due time I will
circulate. 't'o the. e>tten t his specific points are incorporated into a dissent, I will respond in the opinion where
necessary.

r..• F.P., ,Jr.
ss

October 17, 1983
81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman

Dear Bill:
Perhaps you have read or will read John's memorandum of October 14.
t have taken a preliminary look, ann my clerk ,"Toe Neuhaus - has given me the enclosed quick summary of
,John's net\? arguments.
I am inclined to think, subject to ~ore thoughtful
consideration, that the English historv is of little or no
relevancy in light of the adoption of th~ l!:leventh l\mendment, and more important its i.nterpr~tation by thi.s Court.
Moreover, 1 suspect that there ~re contemporaneous Bnqlish
cases on the other side of the question.

John's inclusion in ultra vires of any action that
a plaintiff can claim is arguably forhiddPn by statute is
new doctrine thnt - to my know1edge - has never been articulated bv anv Court. He appears to i.qnore the lanquaqe in
Larson that an "incorrect decision as to law or fact" cannot
he the basis for suit.
John repeats his charge that we are overruling a
host of cases. Although none of the cases he cites specifically addressed the issue befo~e us, it is fair to argue
that there was implicit acceptance in some cases of his
view. The short answer, often qiven by this Court, is that
when the issue is now expressly before us we have even
greater freedom than otherwise to 1\mit or overrule prior
mistakes.
t 'ltr i te vou, however, not to repeat these arguments. You are our genuine "expert" in this area, and
therefore - if vou find the time - I would very much welcome
a brief memo from you on the best answers to John's new
arquments.

Sincerely,

Justice Rehnquist
lfp/ss

~u:pr.tntt

Clfttud ttf .ur~ ~niit~ j>taf.tg
...ag.ltingt1ln. ~. <!J. 2l1~'!$

CHAMBERS OF

JUSTICE JOHN PAUL STEVENS

October 17, 1983

Re:

81-2101 - Pennhurst State School &
Hospital v. Halderman

Dear Lewis:
You and I may have different recollections of the
conference discussion of this case following the
reargument. It was my understanding that the final
assignment of the majority opinion was contingent upon
the circulation of a memorandum by the Chief Justice
setting forth a more narrow analysis of the case than
was contained in any of the drafts that circulated last
spring. Had it not been for that understanding, I
would have followed the customary procedure of waiting
for the author of the majority to circulate the first
draft.
I am disappointed that you did not find my
memorandum convincing, but I continue to hope that the
doctrine of stare decisis will have some influence on
one or more of the adherents to your ground-breaking
position.

Justice Powell
Copies to the Conference

October 1.7, 1Q83
81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman

Dear Bi lJ :
dum of

P(l'rhaps von have reBd or wi1, rean John's memoran14.

Octob~r

t

have taken a preliminary look, and mv clerk -

,Joe Neuhaul=l - has qiven me the enclosed quick summary of

,John's ne•"' arguments.
I am inclined to think, subiect to mnre thouqhtful
consideration, that the Bngltsh historv is 0f little or no
relevancy in light of the adopt on of thP Bleventh mendment, and more important 'ts i.nterprfl>tat'on y this Court.
Mor over, J su~Pect that there are contemporaneous ~nq ish
cases on the other side of the question.

John's inclusion in ultra vires of anv action that
a plaint i · f can c1 a i.J'Tl is "rgnah1 forht~den hy ta tut.e is
new doctrine th?tt - to mv know1edqe - has never been arti.culaten bv nnv Court. He apnears to ignore the 1anquage in
Larson that an "incorrect decision as to law or fact" cannot
b the ryasis for ~uit.
John repeats his charg that we are overruling a
host of cases. Although none of the cases he cites specificallv addressed the issue before us, it is fair to argue
that there \tTas imP icit acceptance in some cases of his
view. ~he short answer, often qiven by this rourt, is that
hen the issue is now expressly before us we havP even
qreater freedom than otherwise to limit or overrule prior
mistake~.

I trite vou, however, not to rep at these arguments. You arc our qenuine "exPert" in thts area, and
therefore - if vou find the time - I would verv much welcome
a brief memo from you on the best answers to John's new
arquments.

Sincerely,

Justice Rehnquist
lfp/ss

j\u:puuu Ofltltrl .nf .tlrt J{niltb ~taUs
..ultington. ~. Of. 21Tbf_,.~
CHAM!SERS OF"

.JUSTICE .JOHN PAUL STEVENS

October 17, 1983

Re:

81-2101 - Pennhurst State School &
Hospital v. Halderman

Dear Lewis:
You and I may have different recollections of the
conference discussion of this case following the
reargument. It was my understanding that the final
assignment of the majority opinion was contingent upon
the circulation of a memorandum by the Chief Justice
setting forth a more narrow analysis of the case than
was contained in any of the dra~ts that circulated last
spring. Had it not been for that understanding, I
would have followed the customary procedure of waiting
for the author of the majority to circulate the first
draft.
I am disappointed that you did not find my
memorandum convincing, but I continue to hope that the
doctrine of stare decisis will have some influence on
one or more of the adherents to your ground-breaking
position.

Justice Powell
Copies to the Conference
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